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	Here is a one-volume guide to just about everything computer-related for amateur astronomers!


	Today’s amateur astronomy is inextricably linked to personal computers. Computer-controlled "go-to" telescopes are inexpensive. CCD and webcam imaging make intensive use of the technology for capturing and processing images. Planetarium software provides information and an easy interface for telescopes. The Internet offers links to other astronomers, information, and software. The list goes on and on.


	Find out here how to choose the best planetarium program: are commercial versions really better than freeware? Learn how to optimise a go-to telescope, or connect it to a lap-top. Discover how to choose the best webcam and use it with your telescope. Create a mosaic of the Moon, or high-resolution images of the planets...


	Astronomy with a Home Computer is designed for every amateur astronomer who owns a home computer, whether it is running Microsoft Windows, Mac O/S or Linux. It doesn’t matter what kind of telescope you own either - a small refractor is just as useful as a big "go-to" SCT for most of the projects in this book.
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175 High-Impact Cover Letters, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The ultimate guide to cover letters that will set you apart from the pack-revised, updated, and ready for anything . . .
    175 High-Impact Cover Letters, Third Edition arms job seekers with an arsenal of highly effective professional cover letter models that, with minor modification, can be rapidly...
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Three Laws of Nature: A Little Book on ThermodynamicsYale University Press, 2019

	A short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real-world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory

	 

	A romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered. But what does that actually mean? Starting with...
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SIP TrunkingCisco Press, 2010
The first complete guide to planning,  evaluating, and implementing high-value SIP trunking solutions

 

Most large  enterprises have switched to IP telephony, and service provider backbone  networks have largely converted to VoIP transport. But there’s a...
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Brilliant HTML & CSSPearson Education, 2009
Brilliant HTML & CSS is a visual quick reference book that teaches all that you need to know to create clean, forward-looking, standards-compliant, accessible Web sites using HTML & CSS. It will give you a solid grounding on the theory, coding skills, and best practices needed to use HTML & CSS to build sophisticated web pages a...
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Super Searchers Go to School: Sharing Online Strategies with K-12 Students, Teachers, and Librarians (Super Searchers series)Information Today, 2005

	
		In 1976, fresh out of library school, I landed an impressive first professional
	
		gig. Hired to lead a team of scientists from the Franklin Institute in
	
		creating an online database on carcinogen research for Stanford University,
	
		I was in absolute awe of the knowledge and expertise of my project partners.
	
		But it was...
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SuperconductivityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	What is superconductivity? How was it discovered? What are the properties of superconductors, how are they applied now, and how are they likely to become widely used in the near future? These are just some of the questions which this important book sets out to answer. Starting with the discovery of superconductivity over ninety years ago, the...
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